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Economics at the USPTO

• Economics (and econometrics)
– A discipline with generally-accepted (peer review) 

methods based on measurement and evaluation

• How does economic research play a role
– An input into evidence-based policymaking
– Gaining, and contributing to, knowledge about 

the workings of the IP system, and the role that 
the USPTO plays and may play in that system

– Requires actively building an infrastructure to do
and support economics and statistical research



How PTO economists contribute

• Support evidence-based policymaking
– Bringing capabilities into the government to analyze ongoing 

and planned efforts
• Support research on important economic questions

– Internally
– Externally, by partnering with foundations, research 

organizations, and scholars
• Communicating economic thinking about IP

– Internally, at the USPTO (managers, and examiners)
– Externally, to important stakeholders

• Rationalizing data
– Making internal data usable for research
– Facilitate data migration to external researchers, and public
– Supporting data matching efforts, to other microdata sources



Exemplary research

• Understanding technological change
• Evaluating IP Policy

– Effects in the larger innovation economy
– Organizationally, at the USPTO

• Data transparency
– Focused on patents
– Focused on trademarks
– Focused on matching to microdata
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Measuring technology change
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Evaluating External IP Policy
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Evaluating External IP Policy

• GSS (2013) Research questions:
– How does the trading of patents affect 

enforcement (litigation)?
• Are there differences when trades are driven by 

commercialization or enforcement (royalties)?

– Do tax rates matter in the markets for patents?
• Data

– Basic (bibliographic) US patent data
– Comprehensive data on US patent litigation
– Data on patent trades (transactions)

• Plus identities
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Evaluating External IP Policy

• GSS (2013) Findings:
(1) Trading tends to reduce litigation, overall

• When buyers are commercializers, litigation increases

• When buyers are enforcers, litigation decreases

– Implication: Allowing for specialization, division of 
labor, may be an improved (efficient) outcome

(2) Tax rates strongly affect the trade in patents.
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Evaluating External IP Policy (2)
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Evaluating External IP Policy (2)
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Evaluating Internal PTO Policy
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Research questions

• How much of the ongoing “smart phone” patent 
litigation is driven by software patents?
– And, are “low quality” patents at the heart of these 

controversies? 

• How does USPTO treatment and outcomes on 
software patent applications compare to those in 
other technology areas?
– What can we say empirically about how software 

patents compare with all other patents? 



Descriptive approach

• US smart phone patent litigation, 2011-2012
– 13 litigation events among large firms 

• Motorola, Microsoft, Apple, Samsung

– 133 patents asserted in litigation, filtered down to 73
• 65 of these contained at least one “software” claim (48.8%)

– 21 of 65 with sufficient process to test validity
• 17 of 21 found by courts valid, or likely valid (80.8%)

– In sum, little evidence that this litigation was driven 
by low-quality software patents



Descriptive approach

• USPTO 
“software” 
patents; 
definitional 
issues



Descriptive approach

USPTO “software” patents
– Comparisons of outcomes: “software” vs. non-

software applications, by examiners’ treatment 
1. First final action rejections (examiner action)
2. First action allowances (examiner action)
3. Quality review process (internal to USPTO)
4. Administrative appeals (applicant appeals from rejection)
5. Court appeals (applicant appeals from rejection)
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The Strength of Open Data

Government responsibilities
(a) to be transparent with data, both because it is Administration policy, and also 

to encourage the study and understanding of IP and innovation systems, 
(b) to serve a fundamental function of government in creating “public good” 

platforms in these data, since the market is unlikely to create them, and 
(c) to eliminate wasteful and redundant cleaning, converting and matching of 

these data by many individual researchers, thus freeing up researchers’ time 
to do what they do best – study IP, innovation, and technological change. 
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Datasets and Descriptives

• USPTO is providing datasets, and 
accompanying descriptive documentation:
(1) The USPTO Trademark Case Files Dataset 
(2) The USPTO Trademark Assignments Dataset 
(3) The USPTO Patent Assignments Dataset 
(4) The USPTO Public PAIR Dataset
(5) Census-USPTO Joint Efforts
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Trademark Data Sets
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Joint Census – USPTO initiative



Opportunities - OECD 
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This year:
3-4 November 2015, Vienna
Co-hosted by EPO - OECD
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In summary

• Including social scientists, with peer reviewed, 
disciplined methods of measuring, and evaluating, 
policy a valuable input to decision makers.

• Having primary data, linked to other data, is 
necessary in order to produce believable evidence.

• The critical question:  How does an information-rich 
public agency shift to a position of increased 
openness, and a willingness to engage with 
questions that may be embarrassing? 
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